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Division III Awards

CCL All-America Team

The CCL Hockey All-America teams are selected by the coaches of the members of the CCL Hockey Coaches Association.

2001-02
First Team
D–Kim Tiberi, Norwich
D–Abby Kuhns, Hamilton
D–Samantha Benoit, Norwich
D–Nikki Nightengale, Augsburg
G–Lexi Thomeczek, St. Scholastica
West Second Team
F–Courtney Moriarty, Plattsburgh St.
D–Jenna Marotta, Middlebury
D–Robyn Foley, Norwich
G–Kelcey Crawford, Elmira
F–Kaitlyn Lewicki, St. Scholastica
2002-03
First Team
D– Developers, creative, and technology
D–Sarah Brandt, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
F–Sara Krauseneck, Plattsburgh St.
2010—Jamie Kivi, D

2005—LeAnne Denman, D

2004—Laura Hurd, F

ELMIRA (22)

2022—Nina Prunster, G

2002—Kristin Marie Anderson, D

2014—Cristina Masten, F

2012—Anna Carlson, D

2009—Beth Spurrier, G

BETHEL (MN) (3)

2023—Darci Matson, F

2022—Chiara Pfosi, G

2004—Annie Annunziato, F

2003—Lauren Chezick, F

AUGSBURG (2)

2023—Natalie Stott, G

2020—Caitlin Walker, G

2013—Geneva Lloyd, D

2012—Geneva Lloyd, D

2010—Randi Zukas, D

Kathryn Truban, D

2023—Sophie Goldberg, G

2020—Kelly O'Sullivan, D

2019—Kelly O'Sullivan, D

2018—Kelly O'Sullivan, D

2014—Alix Vallee, D

2013—Alix Vallee, D

ADRIAN (11)

2022—Jenny Heath, D

2018—Sarah Hughson, F

2016—Kristin Chivers, D

Brooke Wilgosh, D

Ashley Ryan, F

2015—Ashton Hogan, F

2014—Ashley Ryan, F

2013—Lindsey Hjelm, F

2012—Maddie Winslow, F

2011—Kirstin Peterson, D

2010—Melissa Mackley, F

2009—Randi Dumont, D

2008—Annmarie Cellino, F

2007—Sally Bevis, G

2006—Emily Quizon, F

LAKE FOREST (5)

2022—Sophie Rausch, F

2020—Michaela Giuttari, D

2018—Sam Walther, G

2017—Sam Walther, G

2009—Melissa Mackley, F

2007—Margaret Doner, D

Andrea Peterson, D

2006—Emily Quizon, F

2005—Cherie Stewart, F

2004—Emily Kearns, F

2003—Missie Meemken, G

SAINT MARY'S (MN) (2)

2011—Michaela Michaelson, F

2010—Michaela Michaelson, F

2006—Cindy Lebel, D

2012—Kristina Moss, D

2004—Jen Gorczynski, D

2004—Rosina Schiff, G

2002—Ann Ninnemann, F

GUST. ADOLPHUS (23)

Meg Lahey, D

Brooke Wilgosh, D

Kirstin Peterson, D

2014—Laurel Hill, D

2004—Emily Kearns, F

2002—Missie Meemken, G

PLATTSBURGH ST. (34)

2023—Sophie Rausch, F

2020—Erin Connolly, G

2019—Holly Turnbull, D

2011—Kristin Faber, F

WIS.-EAU CLAIRE (5)

2014—Hanna Beadle, D

2013—Linda Himmer, F

2012—Ashley Ryan, F

2011—Lauren Conrad, D

2007—Amber Lindner, G

2006—Jenny Wallace, D

2004—Lindsy Carlson, D

2003—Lindsy Carlson, D

UW-RIVER FALLS (22)

2023—Erica Sloan, F

2020—Hailey Herdine, D

2017—Paige Johnson, D

2015—Alyssa Parke, D

2013—Sydney Aveson, G

2011—Kara Buehler, D

2010—Stephanie Moberg, F

2009—Danielle Blanchard, F

2008—Danielle Blanchard, F

2007—Margaret Doner, D

Andrea Peterson, D

2006—Erin O'Brien, D

2005—Cherie Stewart, F

2004—Jen Gorczynski, D

2004—Rosina Schiff, G

2002—Ellen Doyle, D

GUST. ADOLPHUS (23)

Meg Lahey, D

Brooke Wilgosh, D

Kirstin Peterson, D

2014—Laurel Hill, D

2004—Emily Kearns, F

2002—Missie Meemken, G

PLATTSBURGH ST. (34)

2023—Sophie Rausch, F

2020—Erin Connolly, G

2019—Holly Turnbull, D

2011—Kristin Faber, F

WIS.-EAU CLAIRE (5)

2014—Hanna Beadle, D

2013—Linda Himmer, F

2012—Ashley Ryan, F

2011—Lauren Conrad, D

2007—Amber Lindner, G

2006—Jenny Wallace, D

2004—Lindsy Carlson, D

2003—Lindsy Carlson, D

UW-RIVER FALLS (22)

2023—Erica Sloan, F

2020—Hailey Herdine, D

2017—Paige Johnson, D

2015—Alyssa Parke, D

2013—Sydney Aveson, G

2011—Kara Buehler, D

2010—Stephanie Moberg, F

2009—Danielle Blanchard, F

2008—Danielle Blanchard, F

2007—Margaret Doner, D

Andrea Peterson, D

2006—Erin O'Brien, D

2005—Cherie Stewart, F

2004—Jen Gorczynski, D

2004—Rosina Schiff, G

2002—Ellen Doyle, D

GUST. ADOLPHUS (23)

Meg Lahey, D

Brooke Wilgosh, D

Kirstin Peterson, D

2014—Laurel Hill, D

2004—Emily Kearns, F

2002—Missie Meemken, G

PLATTSBURGH ST. (34)

2023—Sophie Rausch, F

2020—Erin Connolly, G

2019—Holly Turnbull, D

2011—Kristin Faber, F

WIS.-EAU CLAIRE (5)

2014—Hanna Beadle, D

2013—Linda Himmer, F

2012—Ashley Ryan, F

2011—Lauren Conrad, D

2007—Amber Lindner, G

2006—Jenny Wallace, D

2004—Lindsy Carlson, D

2003—Lindsy Carlson, D
SPECIAL AWARDS

PATTY KAZMAIER MEMORIAL AWARD

The award is presented annually by the USA Hockey Foundation to the top player in NCAA Division I women's ice hockey. The finalists are chosen by a 13-member selection committee composed of NCAA Division I ice hockey coaches, representatives of the print and broadcast media, and a representative of USA Hockey, the national governing body for the sport of hockey in the United States.

Selection criteria for the Patty Kazmaier Memorial Award include outstanding individual and team skills, sportsmanship, performance in the clutch, personal character, competitiveness, and a love of hockey. Consideration is also given to academic achievement and civic involvement. The award is supported in part by a grant from the National Hockey League Foundation.

Presented annually since 1998, the Patty Kazmaier Memorial Award is named in honor of the late Patty Kazmaier, a four-year varsity hockey letterwinner and three-time Ivy League champion with Princeton.

Kazmaier-Sandt passed away in 1990 at the age of 28.

Laura Hurd, the winner of the award in 2005. Hurd was killed in an automobile accident in 2006 at the age of 24.

PRESENTED BY THE AMERICAN HOCKEY COACHES ASSOCIATION

ELITE 90

The ELITE 90, an award founded by the NCAA, recognizes the true essence of the student-athlete by honoring the individual who has reached the pinnacle of competition at the national championship level in his or her sport, while also achieving the highest academic standard among his or her peers. The ELITE 90 is presented to the student-athlete with the highest cumulative grade-point average participating at the finals site for each of the NCAA’s 90 championships.

Presented by the American Hockey Coaches Association Coach of the Year selections are made by members of the AHCA.

LAURA HURD DIVISION III PLAYER OF THE YEAR

Presented annually since 2000, this award was renamed to honor the late Laura Hurd, the winner of the award in 2000. Laura Hurd, a car accident in 2006 at the age of 24.

Presented by the American Hockey Coaches Association.

Year, Player, School, Position

Year, Coach, School

Year, Player, School, Year, GPA, Major

National Collegiate

Year, Player, School, Year, GPA, Major

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School

Year, Coach, School